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Goal-oriented dial08 System iS 号ainin号 a 】ot of attention 丘om the machine learning

research cormnunity recendy, due to its practical application to various tasks.1n the

、Nork aow of a dial08 System 、Nith a user,1he mana琴ement process is of utmost

importance. This is because the dialog management proce$s directly governs the

System's behavior,、¥hich decides whether the system succesS6.111y achieves its aoal or

not.1n many tasks, non-verbalinformation 丘'om dia'erent modalities is essentia1 允r the

Success of the system. As a result, there are multiple studies attempted to incorporate

this multimodalin加rmation into the dialog management.

However, the current studies mostly f0Ⅱ0、N the modular・based approach 、vhen creatina

multimodal dialog systems, with additional components to process the multimodal

fヒatures are needed. These components are usua11y built for a specific task 釘ld carmot

be reused in a di仔erent dialog system. Thus, systems built usin8 the modular・based

approach are di価Cult to be overhauled and adapted to neW 仏Sks.1n this research,1

Study the application of end・to・end approach using neural networks for dialog

management of multimodal aoal-oriented syslems. There are a vast number of

Cha11en琴es in 山is topic, my research tackles the fbⅡ0、¥ing ptoblems:

MUI"modalinformation fusion:1n many 仏Sks, handlin琴 of mulumodalin血rmation

is important to achieve success. However, existing 、¥orks in multimodal dialog

management only use simple conC飢enation of input features as the 丑.1Sion method,

、¥hich is ine缶Cient,1eading to undesired per血rmance. There are t、No main cha11en8es

、¥hen considering the multimoda1 会.1Sion problem: abstraction level of the input

modalities and 企atures interactions.1n this research,1 Propose a neural net、¥ork-based
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6.1Sion method 血r combining 企atures of multimodalinput, which is termed

method catl be viewed as aHierarchical Tensor Fusion Network. This

Combination of two existing 6.1Sion methods of multi-modal features, Merarchical

6.1Sion, arld tensor 6,1Sion. Expermlental results show that the proposed hierarchical

tensor 6.1Sion net、Nork outper允rms existing 6.1Sion methods in terms ofaccuracy in the

deception detection task.

Data sparsity: Apopular approach 兪r dialog management isthe rein血rcementlearning

(R上)丘'amework, in order to learn a dial0号 Policy that 号Ovetns the system's action

Selection procedure. However, the amount of samples needed to learn an optimal

Solution is usua11y prohibitive, especia11y in the case of multimodal dialog tasks,、、1here

data sparsity is a huge cha11enae.1n such a situation, policy adaptation is an e介'ective

Solution, since it a110ws us to take advan仏容e ofknowled号e 丘'om learning a policy in an

existing task (the source 仏Sk) to improve the training of the policy in a ne、¥ task (the

taraet task). current works in policy adaptation for dialog management use a "、veight

initialization" strategy, which requires RL training of the 仏rget policy. while this

method is sho、¥n to be ea'ective, the adaptation process is time・consuming and the

Iearned policy can stiⅡ have inferior perfbrmance due to the sma11 amount of data

available.1n tMs paper,1 Propose a novel approach fbr dialog policy adapt爪ion that

does not require training by reinfbrcement learning on the target task,、Nhich is termed

Dial0套 Policy Reuse A1套orithm - DPRA. Experimentsshow that DPRArequires much

Shorter time 血r training, and the learned policy achieves superior per{brmance in

Comparison to polices trained by existin8 method in the case 、¥here the tar号et task'S

dataset is limited.



信命文審査結果の要ヒ)

In 冬oal-otien{ed dial0号 System, the mana号ement process is ofutmostimportance. This is

because the dialog mana8ement process direcuy aovernsthe system's behavior.1n many

tasks, non・verbalin仏rmation 丘'om din'erent modalities is essentialfbrthe success ofthe

System.1n this research, he studies the application of end・to・end approach using neural

networkS 血r dialog management of multimodal goal-oriented systems. The thesis

Studied the 血Ⅱ0、¥ing two problems.

MⅡltimodalinformation fusion: There are t、vo main cha11en8es 、¥hen considering the

multimoda1 負Ision problem: abstraction level of the input modalities and features

interactions.1n this research, a neural net、Nork-based 6,1Sion method is proposed fbr

Combining 企atures of multimodalinput,、vhich is termed Hierarchica11ensor Fusion

Network.1his method can be viewed as a combin飢ion ofl、vo existin号丘Ision methods

Ofmulti・modal fe爪Ures, hierarchica16.1Sion, and tensor 会.1Sion.

Data sparsity: Apopular approach for dialog management is the rein拓rcement learnin畠

(RI')丘amework, in order to learn a dialoa policy that governs the system's action

Selection procedure. HO、vever,{he amount of samples needed to learn an optimal

Solution is usua11y prohibitive, especia11y in the case of multimodal dialog la$ks,、Nhere

data sparsity is a huge cha11enge.1n such a situation, policy adaptation is an e丘'ective

Solution.1n this paper, a novel approach is proposed 血r dialoa policy adaptation that

does not require trainin号 by rein血rcement learning on the targa task, which is termed

Dial0客 Polky Reuse A1三orithm ・ DPRA. Experimentsshow th肌 DPRArequires much

Shorter time 血r trainin8, and the learned policy achieves superior per血rmance in

Comparison to polices trained by existina method.

Multimoda16.1Sion and dialogue policy adaptation are cha11enging 仏Sks and ineviねble

teclm010aies in real systems.1his thesis research proposed solutions to these problems,

and a series of hi$ research resulted in two hi号h quality peer-reviewed journal papers,

two peer-reviewed international con企rence papers, and one domestic conference paper.

As a result,the thesis is sU伍Ciently qualified as a Doctoralthesis ofEn三ineerin号.
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